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TSCHUDI SHIPPING COMPANY 
The Tschudi Group (www.tschudishipping.com)
with roots back to in 1883 is a shipping, offshore, 
and logistics group. The Tschudi Group  has 
particular focus on the cargo flows in Northern 
Europe specialising in east-west trades and projects 
involving the  Baltic, Russia and the Central Asian 
republics including logistics and port infrastructure in 
the Arctic.



Tschudi Northern Logistics –
Cross Border transport and Ship Agency

Kirkenes Industrial Logistics Area (KILA)
Port and real estate development

Tschudi Aggregates  

Tschudi Arctic Transit
Northern Sea Route  and Oil Transshipment  

Tschudi Group activity in Northern 
Norway and the Arctic 2014

Tschudi Bulk Terminal



What dynamics influence the use of the NSR? 
Which are the short term drivers? 

• Main factor - the freight market level for different shipping segments

• Type of cargo – price differences in asian and western markets eg. LNG - time sensitivity 
of markets and cargoes

• Time required for passage - ice conditions and waiting time. 

• Draft limitations determine the size of the vessels and tracks – ongoing hydrographic 
surveying

• Availability of ice class tonnage in different segments and sizes –- repositioning cost of 
vessels. Potential for return cargoes.

• Cost elements: Bunker prices – slow steaming - Insurance - NSR Transit versus  Suez 
canal tarifs

• piracy threat  - cost of insurance and protection – risk of non-delivery of cargo 



What can stop the NSR from developing in the long term?

•The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Polar Code and 
political environmental restrictions can stop the development of 
the NSR if too restrictive and costly regulations are imposed at a 
very early stage.

•If too costly or inflexible transit fees, levies or other regulations 
are imposed by the Russian authorities the NSR might become 
uncompetitive. Increased political tension creates uncertainty.

•In a low freight rate environment economy of scale trumps the 
shorter sailing distance. 

•And of course, recovery of the Arctic sea ice cover



New shipping opportunities – new environmental 
challenges can become major obstacles if not 

addressed properly
What are the “real issues” which need to be addressed? 
The Arctic development is suffering from “myths” and misunderstandings based 
on lack of knowledge, emotions and sometime, political intent. The “real”
environmental risks from activity in the Arctic must be identified, understood, 
defined and then addressed in a holistic and balanced way through the IMO Polar 
Code and other measures taking into account seasonal and geographical 
variations.

Key environmental risks which should be evaluated:

•use of heavy fuel oil vs. implications of a ban
•black carbon and albedo effect vs. reduced emissions  
•ballast water and protected bunker tanks
•routing measures and speed reductions
•particularly sensitive areas and places of refuge
•emergency response
•discharge of garbage and pollutants



The Tschudi experience trying to establish a NSR semi-liner service.

We started by defining the cargo base;

Iron ore. There is no longer a price differential in the Atlantic and the Pacific market.
When we did our first NSR voyage in 2010 the price for iron ore was usd 30 per ton higher
in China than on the Continent. Equal price in both markets makes the closest one the most
competitive, - from our place in Kirkenes the Continent is only 6 days away, while China is still 
18 days away through the NSR. Our conclusion is that iron ore could not be used as our base cargo.

Oil and oil products. This has turned out to be an interesting opportunity for the NSR. Crude
and gas condensate from the Atlantic to the Far East and naphtha and jet fuel from the Far East
back to the Continent. The challenge is that the price differential in these markets changes very 
rapidly. For Tschudi it is not an option to engage in this trade, - but for an oil company or oil trader
this could be interesting.



12,5 days
Pevek

Basically same distance, but by joining forces commercially significant freight 
savings can be achieved both ways which could benefit cargo
and shipowners but so far difficult to identify return cargoes.

..

From the Atlantic to  
the Pacific 
>16 500 $ per day

From Pacific to the 
Atlantic
<1 000 $ per day

Trans-Atlantic and -Pacific pmax 
Timecharter Rates 9500 $ per day

Dry bulk return voyage example



Zooming in on the possible cargo base;

Project cargo or general cargo. For destination shipping this is very interesting, i.e. for cargo
originating either from the Far East or from the Continent where the destination is located
along the NSR. Interesting because there is basically no other transportation alternative than
shipping (no railroad no roads). Interesting because if the transportation is done on an
“empty return basis” (vessel coming from Japan and returning to Japan) then the freight will still 

be high. The challenge is to avoid the “empty return basis”. For westward direction this can
be solved by finding cargo in Arkhangelsk, Murmansk or Kirkenes. For eastward direction it is
more difficult as there are few loading ports in the area. In the future we believe that the ports close to 
the river estuaries along the NSR (Sabetta, Dudinka and Tiksi) can offer interesting opportunities.



Zooming in on the possible cargo base, “ BULLS EYE”?

Frozen fish combined with project cargo or general cargo. There is about 100 000 tons of
mackerel and herring going from Northern Norway to the Far East every year through Suez. 
The season coincides with the open waters in the NSR ( August till October). At the same time 
there is about 100 000 tons of haddock going from the Aleutian Islands to the Continent through 
the Panama Canal. This is in our opinion a very good base cargo that can be fixed on competitive
terms; i.e. that the cargo owners or shippers will get a lower freight cost while the ship-owner
can make an acceptable return. The interesting profit potential is in being able to combine
the base cargo with other project or general cargoes.



Frozen Fish

Frozen fish going in both directions. 17 days saved both 
directions - 34 days saved on a round voyage.



What did we experience?

A strong support from the cargo owners as we offered a lower freight cost. It was also
important for them to be able to bring the cargo early to the market. The frozen fish
could reach the market two weeks before their competitors by using the NSR. Finally
it also solved or facilitated the challenges they had with cold storage as the NSR solution
will save one handling in and out of storage on the Continent.
We also experienced that it was a good supply of available tonnage with sufficient
ice class.
This should have been a good project?



Decisive factors.

Russia, through their NSR administration office in Moscow, has introduced a new tariff system.
This resulted in an increase from usd 17 per ton the previous years to a rate of
usd 49 per ton this year. This almost killed the deal commercially as it made it non
competitive with the Suez Canal. The time factor (early to the market) and the cold
storage (no handling on the Continent) still made it attractive.

Then Russia imposed their sanctions on fish from Norway. Even though a transit with
frozen fish through the NSR should not be affected by the sanctions (only import) it created
uncertainties. What if there were further sanctions? Rumours of  Russia threatening to close the 
airspace over Siberia, - could the NSR be closed? Uncertainty worked against decision-making and activity!



Conclusion.

The cargo owners having suffered large losses as a result of the Russian sanctions on 
Norwegian fish exports to Russia earlier in the year decided not to take the risk. 

The Japanese receivers were also not willing to gamble in order to get their frozen fish two weeks 
earlier than their competitors while the alternative was to get no fish at all (stopped in the NSR)

Hence, - no Tschudi  NSR Semi Liner this year…. 



SUMMARY OF DECISIVE FACTORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NSR

1. Steady cargo base that is not depending on the price differential as explained
in the example with iron ore or oil and oil-products. 

2. A trade that is the result of non existing local products like Atlantic herring and 
mackerel in the Far East and Pacific haddock on the Continent.

3. Competitive tariffs and predictability is a commercial prerequisite.

4. Political tensions and uncertainty has unfortunately turned out to be of real importance.


